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Abstract

A goodness-of-fit index measures the consistency of consumption data with a

given model of utility-maximization. We show that for the class of well-behaved

(i.e., continuous and increasing) utility functions there is no goodness-of-fit index

that is continuous and accurate, where the latter means that a perfect score is

obtained if and only if a dataset can be rationalized by a well-behaved utility

function. While many standard goodness-of-fit indices are inaccurate we show

that these indices are (in a sense we make precise) essentially accurate. Goodness-

of-fit indices are typically generated by loss functions and we find that standard

loss functions usually do not yield a best-fitting utility function when they are

minimized. Nonetheless, welfare comparisons can be made by working out a robust

preference relation from the data.

Keywords: revealed preferences, best-fitting utility functions, Afriat index, Varian

index, Swaps index, Houtman-Maks index, welfare criterion

1 Introduction

The well-known theorem of Afriat (see Afriat (1967), Diewert (1973), and Varian (1982))

provides economists with a way to test whether a dataset consisting of purchasing de-

cisions from a consumer is consistent with utility-maximization. This test, while easily

implementable and widely applied, can be overly demanding. Indeed, researchers have

found that both observational and experimental datasets often fail the test in its exact

form. In other words, it is common for consumers or experimental subjects to fall short

of exact utility-maximizing behavior. For this reason, researchers have developed various

goodness-of-fit indices that measure the severity of a dataset’s departure from utility-

maximization. This paper provides a systematic examination of goodness-of-fit indices

and their close relation, loss functions, and proposes a criterion for welfare comparisons

based on loss functions.
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Let D be a dataset consisting of a consumer’s purchasing decisions. D consists of T

observations where, at observation t, the consumer is observed to buy a bundle qt P RL
`

of L goods at prices pt P RL
``; thus, we may write D as pqt,ptq1ďtďT . We say that D

can can be rationalized by, or is consistent with, the maximization of a well-behaved

utility function U : RL
` Ñ R (where well-behaved means that U is continuous and

increasing) if the function U generates qt as demand at prices pt, for every observation

t; more formally, at each observation t, we have Upqtq ě Upqq for all bundles q such

that pt ¨ q ď pt ¨ qt. Afriat’s Theorem states that a dataset D can be rationalized by

a well-behaved utility function if and only if the dataset satisfies the generalized axiom

of revealed preferences (GARP), where GARP is a condition on chosen bundles that

excludes revealed preference cycles (see Section 2 for a precise statement).

A goodness-of-fit index measures the severity of a dataset’s departure from exact

utility-maximizaton. Such an index τ is a map from D (the collection of all datasets with

finitely many observations) to the non-negative numbers. Intuitively, a lower goodness-

of-fit measurement (i.e. a lower value of τpDq) indicates that the dataset is closer to

being perfectly consistent with well-behaved utility maximization whereas higher values

indicate the opposite.

We focus on five popular goodness-of-fit indices in this paper. The Afriat index,

from Afriat (1973), measures goodness-of-fit by measuring the fraction of the consumer’s

budget which is misspent. The Varian index, from Varian (1990), is similar in spirit to

the Afriat index but provides a more nuanced measure of budgetary waste. The Swaps

index, from Apesteguia and Ballester (2015), measures (using the Lebesgue measure) the

portion of the budget set which is strictly preferred to the bundle actually purchased.

The nonlinear Least Squares index measures the distance between the purchase data

and the nearest GARP-satisfying dataset. The Houtman-Maks index, from Houtman

and Maks (1985), reports the number of observations which must be discarded in order

for the purchase data to satisfy GARP.

Accuracy and Continuity. It seems sensible to require the goodness-of-fit index τ

to be a continuous function of the data1 and also accurate, in the sense that the index

outputs 0 if and only if D is consistent with the maximization of some well-behaved

utility function. An index which is not continuous can give drastically different reports

for nearly identical datasets whereas an index which is not accurate will sometimes

give the wrong impression about whether the data can be explained by well-behaved

utility-maximization.

1We can think of D “ pqt,ptqtďT as an element of R2T and so there is a natural way to define
continuity for goodness-of-fit indices (see Definition 1).
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The first result of this paper (Proposition 1) states that there are no goodness-of-fit

indices that are continuous and accurate. Thus, all the goodness-of-fit indices used in the

literature are either discontinuous or inaccurate. The reason for this is, in essence, that

the datasets which obey GARP do not form a closed set. Indeed, one could construct

examples where a sequence of datasets Dn obeying GARP has a limit D where GARP

is violated (see Example 1 in the next section); accuracy demands τpDnq “ 0 for all

n and τpDq ą 0 but continuity requires τpDq “ limn τpDnq “ 0 and thus τ cannot be

both accurate and continuous.

Among the commonly used indices, we show that the Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and

Least Squares indices are continuous but not accurate while the Houtman-Maks index

is accurate but discontinuous. That these goodness-of-fit indices have shortcomings is

somewhat understood in the literature. Indeed, Andreoni and Miller (2002) and Murphy

and Banerjee (2015) point out that the Afriat index is inaccurate and Halevy, Persitz,

and Zrill (2018)2 point out that the Varian index is inaccurate. Similarly, Fisman, Kariv,

and Markovits (2007) (in appendix III) point out that the Houtman-Maks index has a

continuity problem. What has been less understood is that the inaccuracy of the Afriat

and Varian indices and the discontinuity of the Houtman-Maks index is not a defect of

these particular goodness-of-fit indices but rather the outcome of an inevitable trade-off

between accuracy and continuity.

Essential Accuracy. While the Afriat, Varian, Swaps and Least Squares indices are

not accurate we do not consider this a serious shortcoming because are able to show

that all of them satisfy a weakened version of accuracy. We say that a goodness-of-fit

measure τ is essentially accurate if (i) τpDq “ 0 whenever D is consistent with well-

behaved utility maximization and (ii) if τpDq “ 0 then the purchased bundles in D can

be perturbed by an arbitrarily small amount so that the perturbed data is consistent

with well-behaved utility maximization.

Loss functions. A loss function QpU ;Dq assigns a non-negative number to each utility

function U and purchase dataset D. Intuitively, QpU ;Dq reports how well the choices

in D can be described as being the outcome of maximizing U . Loss functions can be

used, as in Halevy et al. (2018), to estimate the utility function of the consumer by using

argminU QpU ;Dq as the estimator. That is, the estimator is a utility function which

provides the best description of the data according to Q. There is a natural relation-

ship between loss functions and goodness-of-fit indices: a loss function Q generates a

2See footnote 10 of their paper.
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goodness-of-fit index via

τpDq “ inf
U

QpU ;Dq

where the infimum is taken over all well-behaved utility functions. It seems natural to

want a loss function Q to (i) be accurate in the sense that it returns a perfect score of 0

if and only if D is rationalized by U ; (ii) be concrete, in the sense that argminU QpU ;Dq

is non-empty; and (iii) generate a continuous goodness-of-fit measure. Proposition 6

shows that there is no loss function satisfying these properties.

It turns out that each of the aforementioned indices is generated by an appropriately

defined loss function (this point is made for the Afriat, Varian, and Houtman-Maks

indices in Halevy et al. (2018)). We show that the Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and Least

Squares loss functions are each accurate but not concrete. In fact, argminU QpU ;Dq

is (in a sense we make specific) generically empty for the aforementioned indices. The

fact that these loss functions do not generically give a best-fitting (in other words,

loss-minimizing) utility function leads to complications.

Robust Preference Relation. One of the main reasons for estimating the utility

function of a consumer is to make welfare statements. Specifically, we might like to

determine if a consumer with dataset D prefers bundle q̃ to q̃1. If the collection of best-

fitting utility functions, i.e., the set argminU QpU ;Dq, is nonempty, then it is natural to

reach this conclusion if every U P argminU QpU ;Dq ranks q̃ above q̃1. It is less obvious

how one is to make statements of this type when a best-fitting utility function does not

exist.

We think that there is a criterion that both makes sense and is empirically imple-

mentable. We say that the bundle q̃ is robustly preferred to another bundle q̃1 if there

is a well-behaved utility function Ũ so that Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for every well-behaved utility

function U which provides a better fit than Ũ in the sense that QpU ;Dq ď QpŨ ;Dq.

We show that this robust preference relation has basic properties we would expect of a

good welfare measure: it is reflexive and transitive and is computationally feasible for

the Afriat and Varian loss functions.

Other classes of utility functions. There are other classes of utility functions worth

examining besides well-behaved utility functions. For example, it is worth asking if a

dataset D can be rationalized by a homothetic utility function; in the case where con-

sumption is over contingent commodities, it makes sense to ask if D can be rationalized

by a utility function with the expected utility form. And if D cannot be rationalized by

a utility function from a given class, we would be interested in measuring the size and

nature of its departure from that class. In Proposition 10 we characterize those classes
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of utility functions U that admit accurate and concrete loss functions which generate

accurate and continuous goodness-of-fit indices; in essence the characterizing condition

is that the collection of datasets which admit a rationalization by a member of U must

form a closed set. We show that the class of homothetic utility functions and the class

of utility functions with the expected utility form (with concave Bernoulli functions)

satisfy this property.

Related literature. Apart from the goodness-of-fit indices we have already intro-

duced, other examples include the money pump index of Echenique and Saito (2015)

and the minimum cost index of Dean and Martin (2016). There appears to have been

little in the way of a broad investigation of the properties of goodness-of-fit indices along

the lines of this paper. In Apesteguia and Ballester (2015), the Swaps index is axioma-

tized in a finite choice space context; two of the axioms presented there are continuity

and accuracy (which they refer to as “rationality”). While the finite choice set version

of the Swaps index is accurate, it is inaccurate when the choice space is RL
`.

3

Using the argmin of a loss function as an estimator is a standard procedure. Ordi-

nary least squares, maximum likelihood, and the generalized method of moments are

instances of this approach. In Apesteguia and Ballester (2015) the Swaps loss function

is introduced as a means to estimate preferences (note that most of this paper assumes a

finite choice space). Chambers, Echenique, and Lambert (2021) consider how to recover

preferences from inconsistent binary choice data (i.e. agents are given pairs of alterna-

tives and asked to select one of them). Their approach uses a version of the Kemeny

distance (a way of measuring differences between preorders) as a loss function. Halevy

et al. (2018) explores using the Afriat, Varian, Least Squares, and Houtman-Maks loss

functions to estimate the utility function of a consumer when the utility function belongs

to a parametric family. Using revealed preference conditions to make counterfactual pre-

dictions and welfare statements is explored in Varian (1982), Blundell, Browning, and

Crawford (2003), Cherchye, Demuynck, and Rock (2019), and Adams (2020).

Organization of paper. Section 2 focuses on the properties of goodness-of-fit indices

for well-behaved utility functions. The section provides our main impossibility result

for goodness-of-fit indices and discusses the properties of the Afriat, Varian, Swaps,

Least Squares, and Houtman-Maks indices. Section 3 focuses on loss functions. We

state an impossibility result for loss functions and also show that the Afriat, Varian,

3Another approach to making sense of GARP violations is to test for consistency with the hypothesis
of random utility maximization; examples in this literature include Kitamura and Stoye (2018) and Deb,
Kitamura, Quah, and Stoye (2022). However, it makes sense to measure a consumer’s rationality even
in this model. A natural idea is that a consumer is closer to well-behaved utlity maximization than
another if her utility functions are less stochastic (in some sense that needs to be formalized).
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Swaps, and Least Squares loss functions are not concrete for the class of well-behaved

utility functions. This section also develops the robust preference criterion for welfare

analysis. Section 4 analyzes other classes of utility functions and characterizes those

classes of utility functions (such as the class of homothetic utility functions) that admit

accurate and concrete loss functions which generate accurate and continuous goodness-

of-fit indices. Section 5 concludes. An appendix collects the proofs which do not appear

in the body of the paper and provides a method for calculating the Afriat index exactly.

An online appendix provides a characterization of the robust preference relation for the

Varian loss function.

2 Goodness-of-fit indices for utility maximization

We depict consumptions bundles of L goods by a vector q “ pq1, q2, . . . , qLq P RL
`, where

qℓ ě 0 is the amount of good ℓ consumed. A vector p “ pp1, p2, . . . , pLq P RL
`` is a price

vector where pℓ ą 0 is the price of good ℓ. The analyst observes T purchasing decisions

of a consumer and assembles these decisions into a purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT

where qt P RL
`zt0u is the bundle purchased by the consumer in period t when the prices

of the L goods were pt P RL
``. The purchase dataset D is rationalized by a utility

function U : RL
` Ñ R if U explains the data in the sense that Upqtq ě Upqq for all t

and all q P RL
` such that pt ¨ q ď pt ¨ qt. A utility function which is increasing4 and

continuous is said to be well-behaved ; we denote the family of such utility functions by

UWB. If a purchase dataset is rationalized by a well-behaved utility function then we

say that the dataset is rationalizable.

A goodness-of-fit index is a function τ which maps purchase datasets into the non-

negative numbers. Intuitively, a smaller value of τpDq means that the behavior exhibited

in the dataset is more in line with the model of utility maximization being tested. We

identify some desirable properties of goodness-of-fit indices.

Definition 1. Let U be some non-empty collection of utility functions and let τ be a

goodness-of-fit index. We say τ is accurate for U if we have τpDq “ 0 if and only if D

can be rationalized by some U P U . We say τ is continuous if, for all T , the expression

τppqt,ptqtďT q is continuous as a function of the data pqt,ptqtďT .
5

Accurate goodness-of-fit indices correctly report when a dataset is consistent with

4By increasing we mean q ą q1 implies Upqq ą Upq1q.
5In other words, for each T the goodness-of-fit index τ is continuous when treated as a function which

maps ppRL
`zt0uq ˆ RL

``qT into R`. Note that a purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT has, by definition,
qt ‰ 0 for each t which is why a continuous τ is thought of as a mapping from ppRL

`zt0uq ˆRL
``qT into

R` instead of pRL
` ˆ RL

``qT into R`.
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the tested hypothesis and correctly report when a dataset is not consistent. Continu-

ous goodness-of-fit indices do not report drastically different numbers for infinitesimal

changes in the data. The following proposition provides an impossibility result.

Proposition 1. There are no goodness-of-fit indices which are continuous and accurate

for the family of well-behaved utility functions UWB.

To explain the proposition we introduce some standard concepts from revealed pref-

erence theory. Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset. If q was affordable when qt

was purchased (i.e. pt ¨ qt ě pt ¨ q) then write qt R q; further, if q was cheaper than qt

when qt was purchased (i.e. pt ¨ qt ą pt ¨ q) then write qt P q. We refer to R and P

as the direct and strict direct revealed preference relations for D. The purchase dataset

D satisfies the generalized axiom of revealed preference (GARP) if, for all t1, t2, . . . , tK

such that qt1 R qt2 R . . . R qtK , it is not the case that qtK P qt1 . The following result

is due to Afriat (1967).

Theorem 1 (Afriat). A purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT can be rationalized by a well-

behaved utility function if and only if D satisfies GARP.

An immediate corollary of Afriat’s Theorem and Proposition 1 is that there is no

goodness of fit index τ which is (i) continuous and (ii) satisfies τpDq “ 0 if and only

if D satisfies GARP. We now explain the logic behind Proposition 1 and prove the

proposition using an example.

Example 1. For each n let qn “ p4 ´ 1
3n
, 4 ` 2

3n
q and q “ limn qn “ p4, 4q. Also, let

q1 “ p2, 5q, p “ p2, 1q, and p1 “ p1, 2q. Assemble these objects into purchase datasets

Dn “ ppqn,pq, pq1,p1qq and D “ ppq,pq, pq1,p1qq. The datasets D1 and D are pictured

in Figure 1. Note that p ¨ q “ p ¨ qn “ p1 ¨ q1 “ 12, p ¨ q1 “ 9, and p1 ¨ qn “ 12 ` 1
n
.

Thus, qn P q1 but q1
��R qn and so Dn satisfies GARP. But, q P q1 and q1 R q and so

D does not satisfy GARP.

For a contradiction suppose that τ is a goodness-of-fit index which is continuous and

accurate for the family of well-behaved utility functions. As each Dn satisfies GARP

we have τpDnq “ 0 for each n. As D does not satisfy GARP we have τpDq ą 0. But

qn Ñ q and because τ is continuous we must have τpDq “ limn τpDnq “ 0 which is a

contradiction.

Remark 1. The example only uses 2 goods. If L ą 2 then a similar example can be

constructed by setting consumption to 0 for goods 3,4,5, etc and with this observation

Proposition 1 is proved.
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Remark 2. The datasetsDn not only satisfy GARP but they also satisfy the strong axiom

of revealed preferences (SARP).6 Matzkin and Richter (1991) show that a dataset satis-

fies SARP if and only if it can be rationalized by a continuous, increasing, and strictly

concave utility function. Thus, the example also shows that there are no goodness-of-fit

indices which are continuous and accurate for the collection of continuous, increasing,

and strictly concave utility functions.

Remark 3. One may hope to salvage the situation by weakening the notion of continuity

so that τppqt,ptqtďT q is only continuous in consumption bundles but not necessarily in

prices. This weakened notion of continuity might be justified because τ is designed

to evaluate the choices of the consumer and not the prices which are external to the

decision of the consumer. Example 1 shows that accuracy and this weakened notion of

continuity are still incompatible. To see this, simply note that all of the prices in the

example are the same across the datasets Dn and D.

Good 1

Good 2

q′

qn

(a) Dataset D1 satisfies GARP.

Good 1

Good 2

q′ q

(b) Dataset D does not satisfy GARP.

Figure 1: The dataset on the left, referred to as D1 in Example 1, satisfies GARP. The
sequence qn “ p4 ´ 1

3n
, 4 ` 2

3n
q tends to the location where the two budget lines cross

(i.e. where the arrow is pointing in the figure to the left). The dataset which contains
this limiting bundle, depicted on the right, does not satisfy GARP.

2.1 Loss Functions and Goodness-of-fit Indices

In this section we survey five popular goodness-of-fit indices: the Afriat index (from

Afriat (1973)); the Varian index (from Varian (1990)); the Swaps index (from Apesteguia

6A dataset satisfies SARP if, for all t1, t2, . . . , tK we have qt1 R qt2 R . . . R qtK R qt1 implies
qt1 “ qt2 “ . . . “ qtK .
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and Ballester (2015)); the Houtman-Maks index (from Houtman and Maks (1985)); and

the non-linear least squares (LS) index. From Proposition 1 we know that these indices

cannot be both continuous and accurate for well-behaved utility functions. In Propo-

sition 2 below we show that the Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and LS indices are inaccurate

while the Houtman-Maks index is discontinuous. To proceed we first define the concept

of a loss function and show how a loss function generates a goodness-of-fit index; each

of the popular indices we just listed is generated by some loss function.

A loss function, denoted QpU ;Dq, maps utility functions and purchase datasets to

the non-negative real numbers. Intuitively, lower values of QpU ;Dq indicate that U

provides a better description of the data. Let U be some collection of utility functions.

The loss function Q generates a goodness-of-fit index for U via

τpDq “ inf
UPU

QpU ;Dq. (1)

The Afriat Index. A purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT is e-rationalized (for some

e P r0, 1s) by utility function U if, for all t, we have Upqtq ě Upqq for all q P Bppt, ept¨qtq,

where

Bpp,mq “ tq P RL
` : p ¨ q ď mu

is the linear budget set arising from price p and expenditure level m P R`.

The Afriat loss function is

ApU ;Dq “ 1 ´ sup
!

e P r0, 1s : D is e-rationalized by U
)

The Afriat index for U is ApDq “ infUPU ApU ;Dq.

What does it mean for a purchase dataset to be e-rationalized? It means that in

each period t the consumer never gains less utility than what she could have received by

perfectly optimizing with only ept ¨ qt in money to spend. So higher levels of e indicate

that the consumer is being less wasteful. The Afriat index assigns to each dataset the

minimal (infimum) level of waste needed to e-rationalize the data.

The Varian Index. A purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT is e-rationalized (for e “

pe1, e2, . . . , eT q P r0, 1sT ) by utility function U if, for all t, we have Upqtq ě Upqq for

all q P Bppt, etp
t ¨ qtq. Let f : r0, 1sT Ñ R` be a continuous and decreasing function7

which satisfies fpe1, e2, . . . , eT q “ 0 if and only if e1 “ e2 “ . . . “ eT “ 1. The Varian

7f is decreasing if e ą e1 implies fpeq ă fpe1q.
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loss function is

V pU ;Dq “ inf
!

fpeq : D is e-rationalized by U
)

The Varian index for U is V pDq “ infUPU V pU ;Dq.8

The concept of an e “ pe1, e2, . . . , eT q-rationalization has similar logic as the Afriat

index’s e-rationalization. Intuitively, the number et represents the level of efficiency

exhibited by the consumer in period t. The function f serves to aggregate the period

specific efficiency numbers into one number representing the aggregate level of waste

exhibited by the consumer.

Notice that if we choose fp¨q “ 1´minp¨q then the Varian index becomes the Afriat

index; however, this function f is only weakly decreasing rather than decreasing, and

thus the Afriat index is not a special case of the Varian index as we have defined it. The

requirement that f is decreasing is needed for Proposition 7 and Proposition 13 (in the

online appendix) to hold.

The Swaps Index. Let µ be the Lebesgue measure. The Swaps loss function is

SpU ;Dq “

T
ÿ

t“1

µ
!

q P Bppt,pt
¨ qt

q : Upqq ą Upqt
q

)

The Swaps index for U is SpDq “ infUPU SpU ;Dq.

For each t, the Swaps loss function measures (using the Lebesgue measure) the

affordable part of the strict upper contour set of qt and then adds up these measures

across t. As each bundle in this upper contour set is a bundle that should have been

chosen over qt the size of this set represents the degree of mis-optimization exhibited by

the consumer.

Non-Linear Least Squares. For each purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT and each

t ď T let W t
D be an L ˆ L positive definite matrix whose entries are continuous as

a function of the data D. The non-linear least squares (LS) loss function for dataset

D “ pqt,ptqtďT is

LSpU ;Dq “ inf

" T
ÿ

t“1

pqt
´ q̃t

q
1W t

Dpqt
´ q̃t

q : pq̃t,pt
qtďT is rationalized by U

and q̃t
P Bppt,pt

¨ qt
q

*

8Of course the values taken by the Varian index depend on one’s choice of f . All the results we
establish hold independent of the f used and so we consider the Varian index for a fixed f .
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The LS index for U is LSpDq “ infUPU LSpU ;Dq.

LSpU ;Dq reports the distance (where distance is measured using the weighting ma-

trix W t
D) between the purchase dataset D and the collection of datasets which are

rationalized by the utility function U and which have the same budget sets observed in

D. Of course, if the dataset is rationalized by U then this distance is 0. Note that our

definition of the LS loss function includes the case where distance is measured in terms

of budget shares. To see this, let W t
D be the diagonal matrix with pptℓq

2{ppt ¨ qtq2 on

diagonal ℓ. Now, pqt ´ q̃tq1W t
Dpqt ´ q̃tq measures the distance between the budget share

vector for pqt,ptq and the budget share vector for pq̃t,ptq.

The Houtman-Maks Index. The Houtman-Maks loss function is

HpU ;Dq
`

pqt,pt
qtďT

˘

“ inf
␣

|T | Ď t1, 2, . . . , T u : pqt,pt
qtRT is rationalized by U

(

where, by convention, the empty set is rationalized by every U . The Houtman-Maks

index for U is HpDq “ infUPU HpU ;Dq. The Houtman-Maks loss function reports the

number of observations which must be thrown out in order for the purchase data to be

rationalized by the utility function.

From Proposition 1 we know that the aforementioned indices cannot be both con-

tinuous and accurate for the well-behaved utility functions. The following proposition

provides the details.

Proposition 2. The Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and LS indices are continuous but inaccu-

rate for UWB. The Houtman-Maks index is accurate for UWB but discontinuous.

To give an illustration of Proposition 2 we introduce a well-known result on the

Afriat index. Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset and let e P r0, 1s. Let qt Re q

mean ept ¨ qt ě pt ¨ q and let qt Pe q mean ept ¨ qt ą pt ¨ q. We refer to Re and Pe as

the e direct and strict direct revealed preference relations for D. We say that D satisfies

e-GARP if, for all t1, t2, . . . , tK

qt1 Re q
t2 Re . . . Re q

tK ùñ qtK
��Pe q

t1

Recall that A is the Afriat index. The following is a consequence of Theorem 1 in Halevy

et al. (2018).

Proposition 3. For any purchase dataset D

ApDq “ 1 ´ sup
!

e P r0, 1s : D satisfies e-GARP
)

(2)
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A similar result could be stated for the Varian index but this proposition suffices for

our purposes. We now return to Example 1 to elaborate on Proposition 2.

Example 1 (continued). Let D “ ppp, qq, pp1, q1qq be the dataset introduced in Example

1 and pictured in Figure 1b. Clearly, q1
��Re q for all e ă 1 and consequentially D satisfies

e-GARP for all e ă 1. From Proposition 3 we see that ApDq “ 0. So, D does not satisfy

GARP and yet ApDq “ 0 and so A is inaccurate. On the other hand, it is easy to see

that HpDq “ 1 and so the Houtman-Maks index does not assign D the inaccurate value

of 0. But, note that HpDnq “ 0 for all n where Dn is the dataset defined in Example

1 (dataset D1 is depicted in Figure 1a). Thus, HpDnq Ñ 0 ‰ HpDq and so H is not

continuous as Dn Ñ D.

2.2 Essential Accuracy

Proposition 2 shows that the Afriat, Varian, Swaps and LS indices are all inaccurate for

well-behaved utility functions. We shall show that this inaccuracy is very mild.

Definition 2. A goodness-of-fit index τ is essentially accurate for a class of utility

function U if (a) τpDq “ 0 when D can be rationalized by a utility function in U and

(b) for any purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT for which τpDq “ 0 and for each ε ą 0

there exists bundles q̃1, q̃2, . . . , q̃T so that (i) D̃ “ pq̃t,ptqtďT can be rationalized by an

element of U , (ii) ||qt ´ q̃t|| ă ε for all t, and (iii) pt ¨ qt “ pt ¨ q̃t for all t.

Essential accuracy requires that (a) τ gives the “correct” value when D can be

rationalized and (b) if τpDq “ 0 then, for any ε ą 0 we can perturb the bundles in D

by no more than ε and the resulting dataset D̃ can be rationalized and all the bundles

in D̃ lie on the same budget planes as in the original dataset.

Proposition 4. The Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and LS indices are essentially accurate for

UWB.

This result tells us that while it may be true that the aforementioned indices are

inaccurate, this inaccuracy is very modest. Note that the proposition is basically true

by definition for the LS index; for the other indices, it requires a fairly delicate proof.

To explain the result further we return to Example 1.

Example 1 (continued). Let D “ ppp, qq, pp1, q1qq be the dataset introduced in Example

1 and pictured in Figure 1b. As noted D does not satisfy GARP and further, as noted

in the discussion following Proposition 2, we have ApDq “ 0 where A is the Afriat

index. Proposition 4 guarantees that we can perturb the bundles in D by an arbitrarily
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small amount to restore GARP. Indeed, moving q slightly north-west along its budget

line produces a dataset which satisfies GARP. Note that the existence of the desired

perturbations in Proposition 4 is obvious for two observation datasets. The difficulty in

establishing Proposition 4 is in showing that the desired perturbations exist no matter

how many observations are present in the data. The proof of the proposition uses an

induction argument on the number of observations.

3 Loss functions to estimate utility

The following definition gives two desirable properties for a loss function.

Definition 3. Let U be a collection of utility functions and let Q be a loss function.

We say that Q is accurate for U if, for each U P U we have QpU ;Dq “ 0 if and only if

D is rationalized by U . We say Q is concrete for U if, for all datasets D, the set

argmin
UPU

QpU ;Dq

is nonempty.

Accuracy says that the loss function attains a perfect score of 0 if and only if the data

is perfectly explained by the utility function. Concreteness requires that best-fitting util-

ity functions exist. This is a desirable property to have since, if argminUPU QpU ;Dq is

nonempty, then it is natural to consider its elements as estimators of the consumer’s util-

ity function. The following result relates the properties of a loss function just introduced

with the accuracy of its associated index.

Proposition 5. Let U be a collection of utility functions, let Q be a loss function, and

let τ be defined by (1). If Q is accurate and concrete for U then τ is accurate for U .

Proof. Suppose Q is accurate and concrete. Suppose D is rationalized by some U P U .
Then, QpU,Dq “ 0 and thus τpDq “ 0. On the other hand, supposeD is not rationalized

by any U P U . As the infimum in (1) is attained there exists some U P U so that

QpU ;Dq “ τpDq. As U does not rationalize D we have 0 ă QpU ;Dq “ τpDq and so τ

is accurate.

An immediate consequence of Proposition 5 is the following impossibility result on

loss functions.

Proposition 6. There does not exist a loss function which is accurate and concrete for

UWB and which generates a continuous goodness-of-fit index via (1).

13



Proof. By Proposition 5, a loss function which is accurate and concrete for some U
generates an accurate goodness-of-fit index via (1). However Proposition 1 tells us that

an accurate and continuous goodness-of-fit index does not exist for UWB.

Remark 4. From Remark 2 it is clear that the negative result of Proposition 6 also holds

for the family of continuous, increasing, and strictly concave utility functions.

3.1 Popular Loss Functions

From Propositions 2 and 6 we know that the Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and LS loss functions

cannot be accurate and concrete for well-behaved utility functions. The next result gives

the precise ways in which each loss function falls short.

Proposition 7. The Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and LS loss functions are accurate but not

concrete for UWB. More specifically, the following holds.

1. Let Q be either the Varian, Swaps, or LS loss function. If D does not satisfy

GARP then argminUPUWB
QpU ;Dq is empty.

2. Let T P N and let D be the collection of T observation purchase datasets which do

not satisfy GARP. We regard D as a subset of ppRL
`z0q ˆ RL

``qT . For the Afriat

loss function A, the set

tD P D : argminUPUWB
ApU ;Dq ‰ Hu

is rare, i.e., its closure has an empty interior in D.

Proposition 7 asserts that the Afriat, Varian, Swaps, and LS loss functions are accu-

rate for the family of well-behaved utility functions. Here we explain why the Afriat loss

function is accurate. Similar explanations apply to the other loss functions mentioned

in Proposition 7. From the definition of the Afriat loss function it is obvious that if

U rationalizes D then ApU ;Dq “ 0. So, suppose that some well-behaved U does not

rationalize D. This means there exists some t and some q P RL
` so that q provides more

utility (according to U) than qt even though q costs weakly less money than qt (i.e.

Upqq ą Upqtq and pt ¨ qt ě pt ¨ q). Now, as U is continuous there must exist some q̃

which also provides more utility than qt and which costs strictly less money than qt.

Clearly, ApDq ě 1 ´ pt ¨ q̃{pt ¨ qt ą 0 and so we see that A is accurate.

The rest of the proof of Proposition 7 is less straightforward and is found in the

appendix. In particular, the proof that argminUPUWB
QpU ;Dq is empty when Q is the

Varian or Swaps loss functions makes use of Theorem 2 in Nishimura, Ok, and Quah

(2017) (stated, for convenience, as Lemma 1 in the appendix). We use this result to
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provide a formula for infUPUWB
QpU ;Dq; based on this formula we can prove that no

well-behaved utility function Ũ satisfies QpŨ ;Dq “ infU QpU ;Dq.

We return to Example 1 to illustrate the non-concreteness of the Afriat loss function.

Similar explanations apply for the other loss functions.

Example 1 (continued). Let D “ ppp, qq, pp1, q1qq be the dataset introduced in Example

1 and pictured in Figure 1b. In our discussion following Proposition 2 we noted that

ApDq “ 0. We now show that ApU ;Dq ą 0 for all well-behaved U which establishes that

A is not concrete. So, let U be well-behaved and consider two cases (a) Upq1q ě Upqq

and (b) Upqq ą Upq1q. Under case (a) we have ApU ;Dq ě 1 ´ p ¨ q1{p ¨ q ą 0 and so

ApDq ‰ ApU ;Dq. Under case (b) because U is well-behaved there exists some bundle q̃

so that q ą q̃ and Upq̃q ě Upq1q. Consequentially, ApU ;Dq ě 1 ´ p1 ¨ q̃{p1 ¨ q1 ą 0 and

so again ApDq ‰ ApU ;Dq. Therefore, A is not concrete.

Proposition 7 states that argminUPUWB
QpU ;Dq does not typically exist for the Afriat,

Varian, Swaps, or LS loss functions. This suggests that there could be complications

to drawing conclusions about a consumer’s preference, since we cannot simply rely on

a best-fitting utility function. In the next subsection we propose a method for making

welfare comparisons that works even when best-fitting utility functions do not exist.

3.2 Welfare when there are no best-fitting utility functions

Given a purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT and two consumption bundles q̃ and q̃1 (not

necessarily among the bundles observed in D), when could we conclude that the con-

sumer prefers q̃ to q̃1? Suppose that D can rationalized by some utility function in the

family U ; then a natural criterion for concluding that q̃ is preferred to q̃1 is to require

Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for every utility function U P U that rationalizes D.9 When D cannot

be (exactly) rationalized by an element in U , one could extend the criterion to require

that q̃ be preferred to q̃1 for every best-fitting utility function (with respect to some

loss function); however, as we have pointed out, best-fitting utility functions may be

non-existent for a generic dataset. To overcome this difficulty we propose a criterion

which requires that q̃ be preferred to q̃1 for all utility functions that are, in a sense,

sufficiently close to minimizing the loss function. Formally, we propose the following

binary relation for making welfare statements.

Definition 4. Let U be a collection of utility functions, D “ pqt,ptqtďT be some pur-

chase dataset, and Q be a loss function. We say that bundle q̃ is Q-robustly preferred to

9This is effectively the criterion proposed in Varian (1982), where U is the family of well-behaved
and concave utility functions.
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q̃1, and we write q̃ RQ q̃1, if there exists a utility function Ũ P U so that Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q

for all U P U satisfying QpU ;Dq ď QpŨ ;Dq.

We refer to RQ as the robust preference relation.

In other words, q̃ is Q-robustly preferred to q̃1 if there exists some Ũ P U so that

for any U P U which provides a better fit (according to Q) than Ũ it happens that U

ranks q̃ above q̃1. Notice that in the event that argminUPU QpU ;Dq is non-empty and

best-fitting utility functions exist, Ũ can be chosen to be any best fitting utility function

and we obtain the natural criterion that q̃ RQ q̃1 if and only if Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for every

best-fitting U P U .
The following result establishes that the robust preference relation is reflexive and

transitive, which are desirable properties to have for a welfare criterion.

Proposition 8. Let U be a collection of utility functions, D “ pqt,ptqtďT be some

purchase dataset, and Q be a loss function. Then RQ is transitive and reflexive.

Proof. It is obvious thatRQ is reflexive. To see that it is transitive, suppose that q RQ q1

and q1 RQ q2. This means there exists Ũ and Ũ 1 in U so that Upqq ě Upq1q for all U P U
satisfying QpU ;Dq ď QpŨ ;Dq and Upq1q ě Upq2q for all U P U satisfying QpU ;Dq ď

QpŨ 1;Dq. Let Ũ2 P U be any utility function which satisfies QpŨ2;Dq ď QpŨ ;Dq and

QpŨ2;Dq ď QpŨ 1;Dq (in particular, we can let Ũ2 be the best-fitting utility function

in tŨ , Ũ 1u). Now, Upqq ě Upq1q ě Upq2q for all U satisfying QpU ;Dq ď QpŨ2;Dq and

therefore q RQ q2 and so RQ is transitive.

We next show how to calculate the robust preference relationRQ for the class of well-

behaved utility functions UWB and the Afriat loss function (so Q “ A). First, we need

some new definitions. For two binary relations ľ and ľ1 on RL
` we write q pľ Y ľ1q q1

to mean either q ľ q1 or q ľ1 q1. Further, we write tranpľq to denote the transitive

closure of ľ. In other words, q tranpľq q1 means there exists some q1, q2, . . . , qN so

that q ľ q1 ľ q2 ľ . . . ľ qN ľ q1. In what follows recall that the e-direct and

strict direct revealed preference relations, denoted Re and Pe, were introduced in the

discussion preceding Proposition 3.

Proposition 9. Given a purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT , let RA be the robust prefer-

ence relation for U “ UWB and let

e˚
“ supte P r0, 1s : D satisfies e-GARPu.

(a) If D satisfies e˚-GARP then q̃ RA q̃1 if and only if q̃ tranpě Y Re˚q q̃1.

(b) If D does not satisfy e˚-GARP then q̃ RA q̃1 if and only if q̃ tranpě Y Pe˚q q̃1.
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Remark 5. Proposition 9 gives us a way of computing whether or not q̃ RA q̃1. Indeed,

provided we can calculate e˚, it is easy to determine, using standard algorithms for

calculating the transitive closure of a graph (for instance Warshall’s algorithm), whether

or not q̃ tranpě Y Re˚q q̃1 and q̃ tranpě Y Pe˚q q̃1 hold. The value e˚ can be calculated

exactly by searching over a finite (and relatively small, containing no more than T 2

elements) set of possible values. Details on calculating e˚ are found in Section A.5 of

the appendix.10

Remark 6. In the online appendix we provide an analogous result to Proposition 9 for

calculating the robust preference relation in the case of the Varian loss function.

To give a demonstration of how RA works we return to Example 1.

Example 1 (continued). Let D “ ppp, qq, pp1, q1qq be the dataset introduced in Example

1 and pictured in Figure 1b. We have noted that q1
��Re q for all e ă 1 and therefore

1 “ e˚ “ supte P r0, 1s : D satisfies e-GARPu. As D does not satisfy 1-GARP and as

q P1 q1 and q1
��P1 q we may use Proposition 9 to conclude that q RA q1 and q1

��RA q.

4 Other collections of utility functions

So far in the paper we have mostly focused on well-behaved utility functions and we

have shown that, for this class of utility functions, loss functions and their correspond-

ing goodness-of-fit indices must necessarily be deficient in one aspect or another. The

key reason behind this phenomenon is that the collection of datasets which can be ra-

tionalized by well-behaved utility functions do not form a closed set. This is clear from

Example 1, where a sequence of rationalizable datasets has a limit which does not admit

a rationalization.

There are some classes of utility functions U where the datasets which admit ratio-

nalization by a member of U do form a closed set; in these cases (and only in these

cases), there is a continuous and accurate goodness-of-fit index generated by a concrete

and accurate loss function. The next result states this precisely.

Proposition 10. Let U be a non-empty collection of continuous utility functions and let

DU denote the collection of purchase datasets which can be rationalized by some U P U .
The following are equivalent.

10It is common in empirical applications of Afriat’s index for e˚ to be calculated via a binary search
over the entire interval r0, 1s, with e-GARP being checked at each value of e. This approach leads to
an approximation of e˚ rather than its exact value. In fact, as we show in the appendix, e˚ can be
calculated exactly.
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1. For each T , the collection of T -observation purchase datasets DT
U “ tpqt,ptqtďT P

DUu is closed when considered as a subset of ppRL
`zt0uq ˆ RL

``qT .11

2. There exists a goodness-of-fit index τ which is continuous and accurate for U .
3. There exists a loss function Q which is accurate and concrete for U and whose

generated goodness-of-fit index (defined by (1)) is continuous and accurate for U .

Proof. In what follows we treat purchase datasets with T observations as elements of

pRL ˆ RLqT and thus, for datasets D “ pqt,ptqtďT and D̃ “ pq̃t, p̃tqtďT we have

||D ´ D̃||
2

“

T
ÿ

t“1

||qt
´ q̃t

||
2

` ||pt
´ p̃t

||
2

where || ¨ || denotes the usual Euclidean norm.

Clearly 3. implies 2. We shall show 2. implies 1. implies 3. So, suppose there exists a

goodness-of-fit indices τ which is continuous and accurate for U . Let Dn be a sequence

in DT
U which converges to a purchase dataset D. We have τpDnq Ñ τpDq “ 0 as τ is

continuous and accurate and Dn P DT
U . Now, as τ is accurate we have D P DT

U and so

indeed DT
U is closed.

Next, we show that item 1. implies 3. So, suppose DT
U is closed. Let DT

U be the

collection of datasets which have T observations and which are rationalized by U . Let

QpU ;Dq “ inft||D ´ D̃|| : D̃ P DT
Uu.

As U is continuous we see that DT
U is closed (in particular, the demand correspon-

dence generated by U is upper hemicontinuous and thus has a closed graph) and thus

QpU ;Dq “ 0 if and only if D is rationalized by U and so QpU ;Dq is accurate for U .
Let τ be defined by τpDq “ infUPU QpU ;Dq. Note that τpDq just reports the Euclidean

distance between D and the closed set DT
U . It follows that τ is continuous and further

τpDq “ ||D ´ D̃|| for some D̃ P DT
U . From the definition of DT

U there exists a utility

function Ũ P U so that D̃ is rationalized by U and so τpDq “ QpŨ ;Dq. Thus, we see

that Q is concrete. Now, as Q is accurate and concrete Proposition 5 guarantees that τ

is accurate.

Remark 7. The proof that statement 1 implies statement 3 in Proposition 10 is con-

structive. Specifically, let QpU ;Dq report the Euclidean distance between D and the

collection of T observation datasets which are rationalized by U . In the proof of Propo-

sition 10 we show that if the collection DT
U is closed then the loss function QpU ;Dq is

11More specifically, we mean that DT
U is closed in the relative topology of ppRL

`zt0uq ˆ RL
``qT .
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accurate and concrete for U and generates a goodness-of-fit indices for U via (1) which

is continuous and accurate for U .

We can use Proposition 10 to show that certain classes of utility functions possess

loss functions which are concrete and accurate, and generate goodness-of-fit indices via

(1) which are continuous and accurate. We identify three such classes below.

Objective Concave EU. Let π “ pπ1, π2, . . . , πLq P p0, 1sL be a fixed probability

vector (i.e.
řL

ℓ“1 πℓ “ 1). A utility function U : RL
` Ñ R is an objective concave expected

utility (OCEU) function if Upqq “
řL

ℓ“1 πℓupqℓq where u : R` Ñ R is continuous,

concave, and increasing.

Given a dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT a finite sequence of pairs pqtiℓi , q
t̃i
ℓ̃i

qiďI is called an

objective test sequence if (i) qtiℓi ą qt̃i
ℓ̃i

for all i ď I and (ii) each observation index t

appears the same number of times as ti as it appears as t̃i. It is known that a dataset

D can be rationalized by an objective concave expected utility function if and only if,

for any objective test sequence pqtiℓi , q
t̃i
ℓ̃i

qiďI

I
ź

i“1

πℓ̃i
ptiℓi

πℓip
t̃i
ℓ̃i

ď 1 (3)

(see Kubler, Selden, and Wei (2014) and Echenique, Imai, and Saito (2023)).

Subjective Concave EU. This is similar to the objective expected utility case but

the probability vector is not given. So, a utility function U : RL
` Ñ R is a subjective con-

cave expected utility (SCEU) function if Upqq “
řL

ℓ“1 πℓupqℓq where π “ pπ1, . . . , πLq P

p0, 1sL is a probability vector (i.e.
řL

ℓ“1 πℓ “ 1) and u : R` Ñ R is continuous, concave,

and increasing.

Given a dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT , a finite sequence of pairs pqtiℓi , q
t̃i
ℓ̃i

qiďI is called a

subjective test sequence if (i) pqtiℓi , q
t̃i
ℓ̃i

qiďI is an objective test sequence and (ii) each ℓ

appears the same number of times as ℓi as it appears as ℓ̃i. Echenique and Saito (2015)

show that D can be rationalized by a subjective concave expected utility function if and

only if, for any subjective test sequence pqtiℓi , q
t̃i
ℓ̃i

qiďI

I
ź

i“1

ptiℓi

pt̃i
ℓ̃i

ď 1 (4)

Homothetic Utility. A utility function U : RL
` Ñ R is homothetic if it satisfies

Upqq ě Upq1q if and only if Upkqq ě Upkq1q for all q, q1 P RL
` and all k ą 0. It is shown
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in Varian (1983) that D can be rationalized by a continuous, increasing, and homothetic

utility function if and only if, for all sequences t1, t2, . . . , tK with t1 “ tK

K´1
ź

k“1

ptk ¨ qtk`1

ptk ¨ qtk
ě 1 (5)

Proposition 11. For the class of OCEU, SCEU, or homothetic utility functions, there

exists a concrete and accurate loss function which generates an accurate and continuous

goodness-of-fit index.

Proof. Note that the conditions in (3), (4), and (5) involve weak inequalities and con-

tinuous functions of the purchase data and are thus preserved under limits. Also, note

that a sequence of pairs pqtiℓi , q
t̃i
ℓ̃i

qiďI which is not an objective (subjective) test sequence

will have a limit which is also not an objective (subjective) test sequence. These ob-

servations imply that the set in item 1 of Proposition 10 is closed for these families of

utility functions and, therefore, Proposition 10 establishes the result.

5 Conclusion

We have shown in this paper that, for the class of well-behaved utility functions, there

are no continuous and accurate goodness-of-fit indices, nor are there any concrete and

accurate loss functions which generate continuous goodness-of-fit indices. The Afriat,

Varian, Swaps, and LS loss functions are accurate but not concrete; their corresponding

indices are continuous and essentially accurate but not accurate. We introduced the

robust preference relation RQ and argued that it is suitable for making welfare state-

ments even when the loss function is not concrete and so the set of best-fitting utility

functions, i.e., the argminUPU QpU ;Dq is empty. This relation can be easily calculated

for the class of well-behaved utility functions when Q is the Afriat loss function. Lastly,

we characterized those classes of utility functions which (unlike the class of well-behaved

utility functions) do admit continuous and accurate goodness-of-fit indices.

A Appendix

The appendix is organized as follows. In Section A.1 we present a theorem from

Nishimura et al. (2017). This result is used to prove Lemmas 2 and 3 below. Sec-

tion A.2 presents Lemma 2 which is used to prove many of the propositions in the

paper. Section A.3 proves Propositions 2, 4, and 7. Section A.4 proves Proposition 9
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which provides a characterization of the relation RA (the robust preference relation for

the Afriat loss function).

A.1 Nishimura, Ok, and Quah’s Theorem 2

Here we present a version of Theorem 2 in Nishimura et al. (2017). A choice dataset is a

a finite collection of pairs D “ pqt, BtqtďT where qt P Bt and Bt Ď RL
` is a compact set.

We say that D is rationalized by U if, for all t, we have Upqtq ě Upqq for all q P Bt. We

write qt R qs if there exist some q̃ P Bt so that q̃ ě qs and qt P qs if there exists q̃ P Bt

so that q̃ ą qs. We refer to R and P as the direct and strict direct revealed preference

relations for D. We say that D satisfies cyclical consistency if, for all t1, t2, . . . , tK we

have qt1 R qt2 R . . . R qtK implies not qtK P qt1 . The following is a version of Theorem

2 in Nishimura et al. (2017).

Lemma 1 (NOQ, 2017). The choice dataset D “ pqt, BtqtďT is rationalized by a well-

behaved utility function if and only if it satisfies cyclical consistency.

A.2 Lemma 2

Recall that A, V , and S are the Afriat, Varian, and Swaps loss functions, respectively.

Also, recall that f is the function in the definition of the Varian loss function and µ is

the Lebesgue measure.

Lemma 2. Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset and let Q “ tqtutďT . Let PD

be the collection of all transitive and complete binary relations ľ on Q which satisfy

qt ě pąq qs implies qt ľ pąq qs.12 For ľ P PD let eľ “ peľ
1 , e

ľ
2 , . . . , e

ľ
T q be defined by

eľ
t “ min

sPts1:qs1
ľqtu

pt ¨ qs

pt ¨ qt

Let Apľ;Dq “ mint e
ľ
t , V pľ;Dq “ fpeľq, and Spľ;Dq “

řT
t“1 µptq P Bppt,pt ¨ qtq :

Ds s.t. q ě qs ľ qtuq. Then, for any Q P tA, V, Su,

inf
UPUWB

QpU ;Dq“ inf
ľPPD

Qpľ;Dq (6)

Proof. LetQ P tA, V, Su and let τ be defined by (1). It is obvious that infUPUWB
QpU ;Dq ě

infľPPD
Qpľ;Dq and so, to complete the proof, we must show that infľPPD

Qpľ;Dq ě

infUPUWB
QpU ;Dq.

12As usual qt ą qs means qt ľ qs and qs ń qt.
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As PD contains only finitely many elements the infimum in (6) is attained by some ľ˚

P PD. For each ε ą 0 and each t let Bt
ε “ tq P Bppt,pt ¨qtq : @s P t1, 2 . . . , T u s.t. qt ľ˚

qs we have q��" p1´εqqsuYtqtu. Let Dε “ pqt, Bt
εqtďT . It is easy to see that Dε satisfies

cyclical consistency and so, by Theorem 2 in Nishimura et al. (2017) (Lemma 1 above),

there exists a well-behaved Uε which rationalizes Dε. It is easy to see (if Q is Swaps

then use the continuity-from-below property of measures) that QpUε;Dq Ñ Qpľ˚;Dq

as ε Ñ 0 and so infUPUWB
QpU ;Dq ď infľPPD

Qpľ;Dq and the proof is complete.

A.3 Propositions

Proof of Proposition 2. Houtman Maks is obviously accurate from its definition. The

continuity of the Afriat, Varian, and Swaps indices follows from Lemma 2. Let D Ď

ppRL
`zt0uq ˆ R``qT be the collection of all T observation datasets which satisfy GARP

and let D̄ denote the topological closure of D. For two T observation datasets D “

pqt,ptqtďT and D̃ “ pq̃t, p̃tqtďT let dpD, D̃q “
řT

t“1pq
t ´ q̃tq1W t

Dpqt ´ q̃tq where W t
D is

the matrix which appears in the definition of the LS loss function. Let Γppqt,ptqtďT q “

tpq̃t,ptqtďT P D̄ : q̃t P Bppt,pt ¨ qtq for all tu. Note that LSpDq “ infD̃PΓpDq dpD, D̃q.

Now, the continuity of LS follows from the Berge Maximum Theorem.

The negative results for the indices now follow from Proposition 1.

Proof of Proposition 4. In what follows, recall that A, V , S, and LS refers to the Afriat,

Varian, Swaps, and LS indices, respectively. From Lemma 2 we see that ApDq “ 0 ðñ

V pDq “ 0 ðñ SpDq “ 0. Also, it is obvious that LSpDq “ 0 implies ApDq “ 0 and so

it suffices to prove the result for the Afriat index.

So we have to show that whenever ApDq “ 0 we can, for any ε ą 0, perturb the bun-

dles so that the perturbed purchase dataset is rationalizable. Clearly this perturbation

is possible for purchase datasets with one observation (indeed one observation datasets

are always rationalizable and so the dataset need not be perturbed at all). So we assume

that such perturbations are possible for all purchase datasets with T observations and

will show that it is also possible for purchase datasets with T ` 1 observations.

Let D be a purchase dataset with T ` 1 observations which has ApDq “ 0. From

Proposition 3 we see that D satisfies e-GARP for any e ă 1. This means that for any

sequence t1, t2, . . . , tK with t1 “ tK there exists k ă K so that qtk ��P qtk`1 . Thus, there

must exist an observation s such that qs
��P qt for all t because if no such observation ex-

isted then we could find a sequence t1, t2, . . . , tK with t1 “ tK which satisfied qtk P qtk`1

for all k ă K.

So, remove the observation pqs,psq from the set of T `1 observations. The remaining

collection D1 has T observations and, by our induction assumption, there is a perturbed
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dataset D̃1 “ tpq̃t,ptqutďT that is rationalizable and so there is a well-behaved utility

function U : RL
` Ñ R which rationalizes D̃1.

Let q̂s be a bundle on Bpps,ps ¨ qsq that maximizes utility function U . We claim

that the dataset formed by appending pq̃s,psq to D̃1 is still rationalizable, where q̃s “

αqs ` p1 ´ αqq̂s for some α P p0, 1q.

Suppose not. Then pq̃s,psq must be part of a GARP-violating cycle. Then there is

another observation r such that pr ¨ q̃r ě pr ¨ q̃s. Since pr ¨ q̃r ď pr ¨ qs by our choice of

observation s, we have pr ¨ q̃r ě pr ¨ q̂s. But this means that if we replace pps, q̃sq with

pps, q̂sq, there will still be a GARP-violating cycle. But that’s impossible since D̃1 with

observation pps, q̂sq appended can be rationalized by U . By choosing α arbitrarily close

to 1 we find the desired perturbed dataset.

Proof of Proposition 7. In what follows, recall that A, V , S, and LS refers to the Afriat,

Varian, Swaps, and LS loss functions and indices, respectively. We first prove that the

loss functions are accurate and then we prove the empty argmin results.

Accuracy of loss functions. Let Q P tA, V, S,LSu. If D is rationalized by U P UWB then

it is easy to see that QpU ;Dq “ 0. On the other hand, suppose D is not rationalized

by U P UWB. As U does not rationalize D there exist some observation t and bundle

q̃ P RL
` so that Upq̃q ą Upqtq and pt ¨ qt ě pt ¨ q̃. As U is continuous there exists q̃1 so

that Upq̃1q ą Upqtq and pt ¨ qt ą pt ¨ q̃1. It is now easy to show that QpU ;Dq ą 0 using

the existence of q̃1.

Varian and Swaps empty argmin. Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset which does

not satisfy GARP and let Q “ tqtutďT . Let Q P tV, Su. Define Qpľ;Dq as in Lemma

2. For a contradiction suppose there exists U˚ P argminUPUWB
QpU ;Dq. Let ľ˚ be the

binary relation on Q generated by U˚ in the sense that qt ľ˚ qs iff U˚pqtq ě U˚pqsq.

From Lemma 2 it is clear that QpU˚;Dq “ Qpľ˚;Dq. We write qt P ˚ qs if either

(i) qt R qs and U˚pqsq ą U˚pqtq or (ii) qt P qs and U˚pqsq “ U˚pqtq. As D does

not satisfy GARP there must be some t̃ and s̃ so that qt̃ P ˚ qs̃. Without loss of

generality we assume that s̃ satisfies qt̃ ��P ˚ qr for all qr satisfying qs̃ ą qr (if s̃ does

not satisfy this property for some r then just redefine s̃ to be r and repeat this process

until s̃ satisfies the desired property). Now, if case (i) in the definition of P ˚ holds

(i.e. qt̃ R qs̃ and U˚pqs̃q ą U˚pqt̃q) then it is easy to see (as U˚ is continuous) that

QpU˚;Dq ą Qpľ˚;Dq which is a contradiction. We infer that case (ii) must hold and

so qt̃ P qs̃ and U˚pqs̃q “ U˚pqt̃q. Now, let ľ˚˚ be any linear order on Q which satisfies

(i) qt ľ˚˚ qs implies qt ľ˚ qs and (ii) qt̃ ľ˚˚ qs̃. Consider two cases; (a) Q “ V and

(b) Q “ S. Under case (a) let eľ be defined as in Lemma 2 and note that eľ˚˚

t ě eľ˚

t

for all t and eľ˚˚

t̃
ą eľ˚

t̃
. Therefore, as f is decreasing, we have V pľ˚;Dq ą V pľ˚˚;Dq
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which contradicts equation (6) in Lemma 2. We conclude that argminUPUWB
V pU ;Dq

is empty. Under case (b) let htpľq “ µtq P Bppt,pt ¨ qtq : q ě qs ľ qtu. Clearly,

htpľ˚q ě htpľ˚˚q for all t and ht̃pľ˚q ą ht̃pľ˚˚q and thus, Spľ˚;Dq ą Spľ˚˚;Dq which

contradicts equation (6) in Lemma 2. We conclude that argminUPUWB
SpU ;Dq is empty.

LS empty argmin. Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset which does not satisfy

GARP and let Q “ tqtutďT . Let D “ tpq̃t,ptqtďT : pt ¨ q̃t “ pt ¨ qt, @tu (i.e. D is the

collection of all T observation purchase datasets with the same budget sets as in D). For

any two datasets D̃ “ pq̃t,ptqtďT and D̂ “ pq̂t,ptqtďT in D we let αD̃`p1´αqD̂ “ pαq̃t`

p1´αqq̂t,ptqtďT for all α P r0, 1s and we let dpD̃, D̂q “
řT

t“1pq̃
t ´ q̂tq1W t

Dpq̃t ´ q̂tq. Now,

for a contradiction suppose that U˚ P argminUPUWB
LSpU ;Dq. As U˚ is continuous (and

thus, the subset of D which is rationalized by U˚ is closed) there exists some purchase

dataset D̃ “ pq̃t,ptqtďT which is rationalized by U˚ which satisfies dpD, D̃q “ LSpU˚;Dq.

Let R and P be the revealed preference relations for D and let R̃ and P̃ be the revealed

preference relations for D̃. Note that dpD, D̃q ą 0 as D does not satisfy GARP and that

αD`p1´αqD̃ does not satisfy GARP for every α P p0, 1s and therefore there must exist

some t̃ and s̃ so that q̃t̃ R̃ q̃s̃ and qt̃ P qs̃ (that is, a revealed preference relation which

is strict in D is weak in D̃). For all α P r0, 1s define qt
α so that (i) qt

α “ αqt ` p1 ´ αqq̃t

if t “ s̃ and (ii) qt
α “ q̃t if t ‰ s̃. Let Dα “ pqt

α,p
tqtďT . Let Rα and Pα be the revealed

preference relations for Dα. Let α ą 0 be small enough so that qt
α Rα qs̃

α implies q̃t R̃ q̃s̃.

It is easy to see that Dα satisfies e-GARP for all e ă 1 and thus, by Proposition 3, we

have ApDαq “ 0. As the Afriat index is weakly accurate (Proposition 4) this means

infUPUWB
LSpU ;Dαq “ 0 and, as dpD,Dαq ă dpD, D̃q we attain a contradiction and so

argminUPUWB
LSpU ;Dq is empty.

Afriat generic empty argmin. Let D be the collection of all T observation purchase

datasets which do not satisfy GARP. Let D1 Ď D be the collection of all T observation

purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT which (i) do not satisfy GARP and (ii) satisfy pt ¨

qs{ppt ¨ qtq ‰ ps ¨ qr{pps ¨ qsq for all t, s, r such that t ‰ s and s ‰ r (note t “ r is

allowed). It is easy to see that (a) argminUPUWB
ApU ;Dq is empty for all D P D1 (use

Proposition 3 for this), (b) D1 is open, and (c) D1 is dense in D. It follows that the

datasets D P D for which argminUPUWB
ApU ;Dq is non-empty is rare.

A.4 Afriat Welfare Proposition Proof

For convenience let apU ;Dq “ supte P r0, 1s : D is e-rationalized by Uu. Of course,

ApU ;Dq “ 1 ´ apU ;Dq. Further, from the definition of RA we have q̃ RA q̃1 if and

only if there exists a well-behaved Ũ so that Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for all well-behaved utility

functions U satisfying apU ;Dq ě apŨ ;Dq.
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Lemma 3. Let e P r0, 1s and let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset which satisfies

e-GARP. Let Re be the e-direct revealed preference relation for D. For each t let Bt
e “

tq P RL
` : ept ¨ qt ě pt ¨ qu Y tqtu and let D̃e be the choice dataset D̃e “ pqt, Bt

eq with

direct revealed preference relation R̃e. The data D̃e satisfies cyclical consistency and

tranpě YReq “ tranpě YR̃eq.

Proof. Let Pe be the e strict direct revealed preference relation for D and let P̃e be

the strict direct revealed preference relation for D̃e. Suppose D̃e does not satisfy cycli-

cal consistency. This means there exists t1, t2, . . . , tK so that qt1 R̃e qt2 R̃e . . . R̃eq
tK

and qtK P̃e qt1 . Note that if qtk ě qtk`1 for some k then qtk´1 R̃e qtk`1 and so with-

out loss of generality we may assume that qtk ğ qtk`1 for all k. But this implies

qt1 Re qt2 Re . . . Re qtK and qtK Pe qt1 and so D does not satisfy e-GARP. We con-

clude that if D satisfies e-GARP then D̃e satisfies cyclical consistency. The equality

tranpě YReq “ tranpě YR̃eq follows from the fact that R̃e “ pě YReq.

Lemma 4. Let e P r0, 1s and let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset. There exists

a well-behaved utility function U which satisfies apU ;Dq ě e if and only if D satisfies

e-GARP.

Proof. Suppose U is a well-behaved utility function which satisfies apU ;Dq ě e. From

the definition of apU ;Dq we see that Upqtq ě Upqq for all q P RL
` satisfying ept¨qt ě pt¨q

and therefore qt Re pPeq q implies Upqtq ě pąq Upqq. From this it is clear thatD satisfies

e-GARP.

For the “if” part of the proof let D̃e denote the choice dataset in Lemma 3. As

D̃e satisfies cyclical consistency (we know this from Lemma 3) we may use the NOQ

Theorem (Lemma 1) to see that there exists a well-behaved utility function U which

rationalizes D̃e. This utility function satisfies Upqtq ě Upqq for all q P RL
` satisfying

ept ¨ qt ě pt ¨ q and therefore apU ;Dq ě e.

Lemma 5. Let e P r0, 1s and let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset which satisfies

e-GARP. For any two bundles q̃ and q̃1 we have q̃ tranpě YReq q̃
1 if and only if Upq̃q ě

Upq̃1q for all well-behaved U satisfying apU ;Dq ě e.

Proof. Note that if U is a well-behaved utility function satisfying apU ;Dq ě e then

clearly qt Re q implies Upqtq ě Upqq and so the “only if” part of the proof is straight-

forward. So, suppose that it is not the case that q̃ tranpě YReq q̃1. Let D̃e be the

choice dataset defined in Lemma 3 and let R̃e be the direct revealed preference relation

for D̃e. From Lemma 3 we see that it is not the case that q̃ tranpě YR̃eq q̃1. For

each ε ą 0 let D̃ε
e be the T ` 1 observation choice dataset formed by appending the
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observation pq̃1, q̃ ` pε, ε, . . . , εqq to D̃e. Let R̃ε
e and P̃ ε

e be the direct and strict direct

revealed preference relations for D̃ε
e. By selecting ε ą 0 sufficiently small we may ensure

that for all t we have q̃1 R̃ε
e qt implies either q̃ ě qt or q̃1 ě qt. We claim that D̃ε

e sat-

isfies cyclical consistency. For a contradiction suppose there is a t1, t2, . . . , tK satisfying

qt1 R̃ε
e q

t2 R̃ε
e . . . R̃ε

e q
tK and qtK P̃ ε

e qt1 . As D̃e satisfies cyclical consistency there must

be some k so that qtk “ q̃1 and q̃ ě qtk`1 . From this it is clear that q̃ tranpě YR̃eq q̃1

but we have already shown that this is not the case and so we have arrived at a contra-

diction. We conclude that D̃ε
e satisfies cyclical consistency and so by the NOQ Theorem

(Lemma 1) there exists a well-behaved utility function Ũ which rationalizes D̃ε
e. Clearly

Ũpq̃1q ą Ũpq̃q and Ũpqtq ě Ũpqq for all q P RL
` satisfying ept ¨ qt ě pt ¨ q and so

apU ;Dq ě e. Thus, we see it is not the case that Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for all well-behaved U

satisfying apU ;Dq ě e and the proof is complete.

Proof of Proposition 9. Suppose D satisfies e˚-GARP. From Lemma 4 there exists a

well-behaved Ũ satisfying apU ;Dq “ e˚. From Lemma 5 we see that q̃ tranpě YRe˚q q̃1

if and only if Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for all well-behaved U satisfying ApU ;Dq ď ApŨ ;Dq and so

indeed we have q̃ tranpě YRe˚q q̃1 if and only if q̃ RA q̃1. Next, let us suppose that D

does not satisfy e˚-GARP.

Suppose that q̃ tranpě Y Pe˚q q̃1. Let ẽ ă e˚ be some number chosen large enough

so that q̃ tranpě YRẽq q̃1. As D satisfies ẽ-GARP Lemma 4 shows that there exists

a well-behaved Ũ satisfying apŨ ;Dq ě ẽ. Lemma 5 shows that for any well-behaved

utility function U satisfying apU ;Dq ě apŨ ;Dq we have Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q and so indeed

q̃ RA q̃1.

Next, suppose that it is not the case that q̃ tranpě Y Pe˚q q̃1, let Ũ be any well-

behaved utility function, and let ẽ “ apŨ ;Dq. Because D does not satisfy e˚-GARP

Lemma 4 shows that e˚ ą ẽ. Because it is not the case that q̃ tranpě Y Pe˚q q̃1 it is

also not the case that q̃ tranpě Y Rẽq q̃1 and therefore Lemma 5 guarantees that there

exists a well-behaved U so that apU ;Dq ě ẽ and Upq̃1q ą Upq̃q. As Ũ was taken to be

any well-behaved utility function we see that indeed q̃ ��RA q̃1 as required.

A.5 Calculating e˚

In Proposition 9 we defined e˚ as

e˚
“ supte P r0, 1s : D satisfies e-GARPu

As noted, it is common in empirical applications to calculate an approximation of e˚

by performing a binary search over the interval r0, 1s. Here we show how e˚ can be
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calculated exactly.

Recall that qt Pe qs means ept ¨ qt ą pt ¨ qs. We say that D is e-acyclic if, for all

t1, t2, . . . , tK , it is not the case that qt1 Pe q
t2 Pe q

t3 Pe . . . Pe q
tK Pe q

t1 . Define a set

G Ď r0, 1s by

G “

"

pt ¨ qs

pt ¨ qt
P r0, 1s : t, s P t1, 2, . . . , T u

*

Clearly, G has no more than T 2 elements. Note that a dataset D which satisfies e-GARP

is e-acyclic but the reverse implication need not hold. However, the next result shows

that the largest value of e P G at which D is e-acyclic coincides with e˚.

Proposition 12. For any purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT we have

e˚
“ maxte P G : D is e-acyclicu (7)

Proof. Let ẽ “ maxte P G : D is e-acyclicu and let ẽ1 “ supte P r0, 1s : D is e-acyclicu.

We first show that ẽ “ ẽ1. To this end, let us enumerate the elements of G as e1 ą e2 ą

. . . ą eN and let eN`1 “ 0. Let M “ tpek`1, eks Ď r0, 1s : k P t1, 2, . . . , Nuu. From

the definition of Pe we see that, for any M P M, we have Pe “ Pe1 for all e, e1 P M .

It follows that the supremum in the definition of ẽ1 is obtained at some point in G and

thus ẽ “ ẽ1.

As every dataset which satisfies e-GARP is e-acyclic we see that e˚ ď ẽ1 and as we

have just seen that ẽ “ ẽ1 we conclude that e˚ ď ẽ. So, to complete the proof we show

that e˚ ě ẽ.

Clearly if D satisfies ẽ-GARP then e˚ ě ẽ so let us suppose that D does not satisfy

ẽ-GARP. Thus, there must be some t1, t2, . . . , tK so that qt1 Pẽ q
t2 Pẽ q

t3 Pẽ . . . Pẽ q
tK ,

qtK Rẽ q
t1 . As D is ẽ-acyclic it must be that qtK

��Pẽ q
t1 or, in other words, ẽptK ¨ qtK “

ptK ¨ qt1 . Therefore, for any e ă ẽ we have qtK
��Re qt1 . From this it follows that D

satisfies e-GARP for any e ă ẽ and therefore e˚ “ ẽ.

From Proposition 12 we see that we can use maxte P G : D is e-acyclicu as a formula

for calculating e˚. Thus, e˚ can be computed by determining if D is e-acyclic or not

(this can be accomplished with Warshall’s algorithm) for each e P G and then taking

the largest value of e for which D is e-acyclic. This approach is computationally feasible

because G has at most T 2 elements. In general, one does not have to work out whether

D is e-acyclic for each e P G. One could start from the largest element in G and work

their way down until a value of e was found for which D is e-acylic.
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B Online Appendix

In this section we present a characterization of RV (the robustly preferred relation for

the Varian loss function). Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset. For a vector

e “ pe1, e2, . . . , eT q P r0, 1sT write qt Re pPeq q when etp
t ¨ qt ě pąq pt ¨ q. We refer

to Re and Pe as the e direct and strict direct revealed preference relations for D. The

dataset D satisfies e-GARP if, for all t1, t2, . . . , tK

qt1 Re qt2 Re . . . Re qtK ùñ qtK
��Pe qt1

It turns out that e-GARP is a necessary and sufficient condition (see Lemma 11 below)

for there to exist a well-behaved utility function U which e-rationalizes the data. The

dataset D is e-acyclic if, for all t1, t2, . . . , tK

qt1 Pe qt2 Pe . . . Pe qtK ùñ qtK
��Pe qt1

Note that a dataset which satisfies e-GARP is e-acyclic but in general the reverse

implication need not hold. The following proposition provides a characterization of RV .

Proposition 13. Let U in Definition 4 be the collection of well-behaved utility functions.

Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset, let R be the direct revealed preference relation,

and let Pe be the e strict direct revealed preference relations for D. Define sets E and

E˚ by

E “ te P r0, 1s
T : D is e-acylicu and E˚

“ argmin
ePE

fpeq

If D satisfies GARP then q̃ RV q̃1 if and only if q̃ tranpě YRq q̃1. If D does not satisfy

GARP then q̃ RV q̃1 if and only if q̃ tranpě YPeq q̃1 for all e P E˚

Proposition 13 provides a way for computing whether or not q̃ RV q̃1. When GARP

is satisfied then the approach is straightforward. One merely works out whether or not

q̃ tranpě YRq q̃1 which can be accomplished using Warshall’s algorithm. When D does

not satisfy GARP one must determine if q̃ tranpě YPeq q̃1 for all e P E˚. This again can

be accomplished using Warshall’s algorithm provided one can derive E˚. It turns out

that E˚ can be calculated using an approach similar to our calculation of e˚ in Section

A.5 of the appendix. We pursue this in the next subsection. The proof of Proposition

13 follows in Section B.2.
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B.1 Calculating E˚

Here we provide a method for computing E˚ as defined in Proposition 13. For each t,

let Gt Ď r0, 1s be the set defined by

Gt “

"

pt ¨ qs

pt ¨ qt
P r0, 1s : s P t1, 2, . . . , T u

*

and let Ĝ “ G1 ˆG2 ˆ . . .ˆGT Ď r0, 1sT . The following proposition suggests that when

computing E˚ Ď r0, 1sT it suffices to confine our attention to the finite set Ĝ Ď r0, 1sT .

Proposition 14. For any purchase dataset D “ pqt,ptqtďT we have E˚ Ď Ĝ.

Proof. For each t, let us enumerate the elements of Gt as et1 ą et2 ą . . . ą etNt
and

let etNt`1 “ 0. For each t, let Mt “ tpetk`1, e
t
ks Ď r0, 1s : k P t1, 2, . . . , Ntu and let

M “ tM1 ˆ M2 ˆ . . . ˆ MT Ď r0, 1sT : for each t we have Mt P Mtu. From the

definition of Pe we see that, for any M P M we have Pe “ Pẽ for all e, ẽ P M . As f is

decreasing it is now clear that E˚ Ď Ĝ.

Proposition 14 shows that E˚ only takes values in the finite set Ĝ. Thus, when

computing E˚ we may confine our attention to this set. One may thus compute E˚ by

first determining, for each e P Ĝ, whether or not D is e-acyclic. The set E˚ is then

computed by taking those vectors e P Ĝ which minimize fpeq among the elements ẽ P Ĝ

for which D is ẽ-acyclic.

Proposition 14 is analogous to Proposition 12 in Section A.5 of the appendix, which

gives a means to compute e˚ “ te P r0, 1s : D satisfies e-GARPu. The key insight behind

Proposition 12 is that when trying to compute e˚ we can confine our attention to the

finite set G which contains at most T 2 elements.13 The key insight behind Proposition

14 is that when computing E˚ we can confine our attention to the set Ĝ. Note however,

Ĝ contains at most T T elements and thus it can be very large even for datasets of

moderate size. And so, computing E˚ can still be very demanding in practice.

B.2 Proof of Proposition 13

To prove the proposition we introduce a function vpU ;Dq and prove some lemmas. So,

let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset and let U be a well-behaved utility function.

For each t, let

vtpU ;Dq “ sup
!

e P r0, 1s : Upqt
q ě Upqq for all q P Bppt, ept

¨ qt
q

)

13That is, e˚ happens to be the largest element e P G for which D is e-acyclic.
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and let

vpU ;Dq “ pv1pU ;Dq, v2pU ;Dq, . . . , vT pU ;Dqq (8)

The following lemma relates vpU ;Dq to V pU ;Dq.

Lemma 6. Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset, let U be a well-behaved utility

function, and let vpU ;Dq be defined by (8). Then V pU ;Dq “ fpvpU ;Dqq.

Proof. If e “ pe1, e2, . . . , eT q P r0, 1sT satisfies et ą vtpU ;Dq for some t then there exists

a q P Bppt, etp
t ¨ qtq such that Upqq ą Upqtq. This implies that D is not e-rationalized

by U and so the result follows as f is decreasing.

We next present several additional lemmas which we use to prove Proposition 13.

Lemma 7. Let e˚ P p0, 1sT and let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset which is

e˚-acyclic. For any e ! e˚ the purchase data D satisfies e-GARP.

Proof. Follows from the fact that qt Re qs implies qt Pe˚ qs whenever e˚ " e.

Lemma 8. Let K1, K2, . . . be a sequence of compact sets satisfying K1 Ě K2 Ě K3 Ě . . .

and let E be an open set satisfying
Ş

nKn Ď E. There exists an N so that KN Ď E.

Proof. Suppose the result is false and thus for each n there exists an element kn P Kn

satisfying kn R E . As each kn P K1 and K1 is compact we may, by proceeding to

sub-sequences if necessary, assume there exists some k P K1 so that kn Ñ k. For

each n the set Kn is compact (and therefore closed) and thus k P Kn. Therefore

k P
Ş

n Kn Ď E . But, as E is open there must exists some N so that kN P E . Having

achieved a contradiction we have completed the proof.

Lemma 9. Let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset, let Pe be the e strict direct

revealed preference relations for D. Let E “ te P r0, 1sT : D is e-acylicu and let E˚ “

argminePE fpeq. The set E is compact, E˚ is non-empty, and for each e P E˚ we have

e " 0.

Proof. Let en P E be some sequence which converges to e P r0, 1sT . For a contradiction

suppose there exists some t1, t2, . . . , tK so that qt1 Pe qt2 Pe . . . Pe qtK Pe qt1 . But,

clearly this means that there exists N so that for all n ě N we have

qt1 Pen qt2 Pen . . . Pen qtK Pen qt1 which contradicts the assumption that en P E.

Therefore, E is closed and thus compact. As E is compact E˚ is non-empty as f is

continuous. Next, let e “ pe1, e2, . . . , eT q P E˚ be a vector satisfying et “ 0 for some

t. This means qt
��Pe qs for all s. Clearly there is some sufficiently small ε ą 0 so that

e1 “ pe1, e2, . . . , et´1, ε, et`1, . . . , eT q satisfies qt
�
�Pe1 qs for all s. As e P E it is clear that
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also e1 P E and because f is decreasing we know that fpe1q ă fpeq. We conclude that

e R E˚ and the proof is complete.

The following lemma can be proved in a straightforward manner by adapting the

arguments used to prove Lemma 3 and thus we omit the proof (the only difference

between the proofs is that now there is a number et for each observation whereas in

Lemma 3 there is a single number e for all observations).

Lemma 10. Let e “ pe1, e2, . . . , eT q P r0, 1sT and let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase

dataset which satisfies e-GARP. Let Re be the e direct revealed preference relation for

D. For each t let Bt
e “ tq P RL

` : etp
t ¨ qt ě pt ¨ qu Y tqtu and let D̃e be the choice

dataset D̃e “ pqt, Bt
eq with direct revealed preference relation R̃e. The data D̃e satisfies

cyclical consistency and tranpě YReq “ tranpě YR̃eq.

The following two lemmas can be proved in a straightforward manner by adapting

the arguments used to prove Lemmas 4 and 5 (using Lemma 10 in place of Lemma 3)

and thus we omit the proofs.

Lemma 11. Let e P r0, 1sT and let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset and let

vpU ;Dq be defined by (8). There exists a well-behaved utility function U which satisfies

vpU ;Dq ě e if and only if D satisfies e-GARP.

Lemma 12. Let e “ pe1, e2, . . . , eT q P r0, 1sT , let D “ pqt,ptqtďT be a purchase dataset

which satisfies e-GARP, and let vpU ;Dq be defined by (8). For any two bundles q̃ and q̃1

we have q̃ tranpě YReq q̃1 if and only if Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for all well-behaved U satisfying

vpU ;Dq ě e.

We now prove the result.

Proof of Proposition 13. Suppose D satisfies GARP. Clearly, this means D satisfies

p1, 1, . . . , 1q-GARP and so Lemma 11 delivers a well-behaved utility function Ũ which

satisfies V pŨ ;Dq “ 0. From Lemma 12 we see that q̃ tranpě YRq q̃1 if and only if

Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q for all well-behaved utility functions which satisfies V pU ;Dq “ 0. There-

fore, we have q̃ tranpě YRq q̃1 if and only if q̃ RV q̃1. Next, let us suppose that D does

not satisfy GARP.

Suppose q̃ tranpě YPeq q̃1 for all e P E˚. Let E be an open set which contains E˚

and which satisfies q̃ tranpě YPeq q̃1 for all e P E˚ (such an open set can be found by

placing a sufficiently small open ball around each element of E˚ and then taking the

union of these open balls). Let vn be sequence satisfying v1 ą v2 ą . . . and vn Ñ v˚. Let

Kn “ f´1ptv P R : v˚ ď v ď vnuq XE. As E is compact (see Lemma 9) we see that each
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Kn is compact. Note that
Ş

nKn “ E˚ Ď E and therefore, from Lemma 8 there exists

an N so that KN Ď E . Let e˚ be any element of E˚ (the set E˚ is non-empty from

Lemma 9). As e˚ " 0 (see Lemma 9) and f is continuous there exists some ẽ ! e˚ so

that ẽ P KN . As D is e˚-acyclic (as e˚ P E) Lemma 7 implies that D satisfies ẽ-GARP

and so by Lemma 11 there exists a well-behaved utility function Ũ so that vpŨ ;Dq ě ẽ.

Let U be any well-behaved utility function which satisfies V pU ;Dq ď V pŨ ;Dq and

let e “ vpU ;Dq. Lemma 11 shows that D satisfies e-GARP and therefore e P E.

From Lemma 6 we see that fpeq “ V pU ;Dq ď V pŨ ;Dq “ fpvpŨ ;Dqq ď fpẽq and so

e P KN Ď E and therefore we see (from the way E was chosen) that q̃ tranpě YPeq q̃1.

Lemma 12 implies that Upq̃q ě Upq̃1q and because U was an arbitrary well-behaved

utility function satisfying V pU ;Dq ď V pŨ ;Dq we conclude that q̃ RV q̃1.

Next, suppose that it is not the case that q̃ tranpě YPe˚q q̃1 for some e˚ P E˚.

Let Ũ be any well-behaved utility function. As D does not satisfy GARP we see that

Proposition 7 and Lemma 6 imply that v˚ ă fpvpŨ ;Dqq. Therefore (from the continuity

of f) there exists some e ! e˚ (note that e˚ " 0 by Lemma 9) so that (i) fpvpŨ ;Dqq ě

fpeq and (ii) it is not the case that q̃ tranpě YReq q̃1. As D is e˚-acyclic Lemma

7 implies that D satisfies e-GARP and so Lemma 12 shows that there exists a well-

behaved utility function U which satisfies vpU ;Dq ě e and Upq̃1q ą Upq̃q and from

Lemma 6 we see that V pU ;Dq “ fpvpU ;Dqq ď fpeq ď fpvpŨ ;Dqq “ V pŨ ;Dq and so

because Ũ was an arbitrary well-behaved utility function we see that q̃ ��RV q̃1.
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